Chapter 7
The “Corbett” Cover-up
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After the news of the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse charges broke in November 2011, questions quickly
surfaced as to why police took so long to arrest Sandusky after sex abuse allegations were made against
him in November 2008.
Was the investigation dragged out by then AG Tom Corbett because he didn’t want to upset Penn State
alumni voters during his gubernatorial campaign? Could Corbett have charged Sandusky sooner (based
on Aaron Fisher’s charges) and then built the case as other victims came forward? Were children
harmed as a result of the prolonged investigation?
A November 13th column titled “Inside the Jerry Sandusky investigation. Why did it take so long,”
provided contradictory information about the AG’s supervision of the case. At first, Sara Ganim
correctly stated the case was transferred to Corbett in March 2009, but later in the column falsely
reported that the AG began supervising the case in the fall of 2010. She also reported that the case
took off in January 2011 – after Police Chief Frank Noonan added additional state troopers.
A check of Noonan’s biography revealed that he was promoted to the Chief of the Criminal Prosecution
Division of the Attorney General’s office in July 2009, thus had responsibility for the Sandusky case prior
to becoming State Police Commissioner. Moreover, Noonan was not confirmed as State Police
Commissioner until April 2011 (after being nominated on January 18, 2011). But the recent Moulton
investigation concluded that the additional resources were not a critical factor in identifying the victims.
On December 10, 2011, the P-N made a half-hearted attempt to address questions about the drawn-out
investigation, but defended the probe by relying on the same falsehoods from the November 13th
column. Then in early January 2012, Sara Ganim (perhaps unwittingly) published potentially damaging
information that revealed Sandusky could have been charged earlier.
She reported that the police1 had informed the mother of Victim 6 (in January 2011) that they had 400
counts against Sandusky and told her that they “had less evidence in murder cases.” At that time, the
public had been told there were only two victims, Aaron Fisher and the unknown Victim #2. Ganim, via
the mother of Victim 6, had revealed that there may have been other victims found earlier in the
investigation. However, at some point, the editorial board or Ganim scrubbed that information out of
the column.

The Patriot News Attempted to Cover Up of Child Abuse During the Sandusky Investigation
The Sandusky trial revealed that one of the Victims was abused while Corbett was leading the
investigation. On June 14th, Matt Miller reported the testimony of Victim 9, who stated he was abused
through his 16th birthday (in July 2009). Columns published by the P-N on June 23rd, 2012 and on
November 21, 2013 changed the end date of Victim 9’s abuse to 2008. Similarly, Sara Ganim at CNN
also wrote a column in November 2013 and she too changed the end date of Victim 9’s abuse to 2008.
On May 30, 2014, they again truncated the end date of the crimes to 2008.

1

Pennsylvania State Police did not participate in Geoffrey Moulton’s review of the Sandusky case, thus the
information about the 400 counts was not confirmed by Cpl. Joseph Leiter
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The Cover Up of A Botched Investigation
One of Corbett’s standard defenses of his lengthy investigation has hung on the prosecution’s success -Sandusky was convicted on 45 of 48 counts. In other words, the ends justified the means. Apparently
the P-N also ascribed to this theory when it obfuscated the fact that two policemen had lied under oath
at the trial regarding their contamination of the investigation.
In addition, right before the Sandusky trial, the P-N had learned that the OAG had obtained the 2001
emails of Schultz. Obviously, the emails provided the evidence to change the date of the incident
witnessed by McQueary from 2002 to 2001. However, the P-N ignored the obvious and never
questioned the testimony of Agent Sassano, who claimed to set the new date using TV Guides. Even
after Louis Freeh claimed his email discovery reset the date of the incident, the P-N never challenged the
story of Sassano.
Similarly, the P-N never questioned Sassano’s testimony about finding leads for Victims 9 and 10 in July
2011 and April 2011, respectively. Both victims came forward after November 2011.
The instances of the P-N turning a blind eye to inconvenient facts in the Sandusky case were quite
numerous – and they appeared to be intentional.
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Cover Up of Corbett’s Foot Dragging of the Sandusky Investigation
A January 8, 2012 PennLive/Patriot News article by Sara Ganim, titled “Jerry Sandusky’s book ‘Touched’
helped police investigation into alleged sex crimes,” provided a number of details that revealed a
highly questionable investigation of Sandusky by government officials. To wit:




The mother of Victim 6 which revealed that police investigators had hundreds of counts against
Sandusky by the time the police contacted her in January 2011.
The investigators also were not aware of Sandusky’s book “Touched” (which would have been found
in seconds on a google search of Sandusky’s name) before talking with the mother and her daughter.
The investigators had obtained the 1998 police report from PSU one year into the investigation, in
late 2009.

The original article was nearly 1,800 words in length, however, at some point the P-N gutted
approximately 940 words that highlighted the questionable investigation by the police and the OAG.
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The exact date of the deletion is unknown, however, the information was still available on August 21,
2012, when I referenced it in a blog post titled “Mother of Victim 6: This whole thing stinks more than
we all know.”
By conducting internet searches I was able to find a cached version of the original January 8, 2012 article
and have identified the deleted text and underlined important passages.
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If Corporal Leiter was being honest about the 400 counts; it would indicate that many other victims
were found by the police prior to their receipt of the email tip on McQueary.2
If Ganim was accurate about the 1998 report being discovered in late 2009 instead of 2011, that proves
the police dragged their feet on that lead.3
I was somewhat surprised that the passage regarding the police not wanting to pursue the Victim 6
charges (in 2011) still remained in the current article. That fact demonstrated an almost inexplicable
reluctance by the Attorney General to file charges in that case. I say “almost” because it is evident from

2

This point was not clarified or confirmed in the Moulton investigation because the Pennsylvania State Police
declined to be interviewed.
3
Mike Gillum, the counselor of Aaron Fisher, wrote that in June 2009, DAG Jonelle Eshbach had informed him that
the OAG had heard about the 1998 incident.
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the grand jury presentment that the AG didn’t want to expose the failures of DPW and CYS to make an
abuse finding in 1998.

Cover Up of Child Abuse During Corbett’s Investigation
A June 14, 2012 PennLive/Patriot News article by Matt Miller, titled “Jerry Sandusky Trial: 18-year-old
accuser claims Sandusky regularly forced him to perform oral sex,” repeated the victim’s testimony
that he had been abused through his sixteenth birthday which occurred in July 2009. The significance of
the July 2009 date is that it proves that a child was abused while Sandusky was under investigation by
the AG’s office (Corbett) and lends credence to those who believed Sandusky should have been arrested
immediately to ensure the safety of children.

From the June 14 column:
”For nearly four years, until
2009, he said, he slept at
Sandusky's house almost
every weekend. The abuse
occurred on most of those
occasions, he said.
Sometimes he would scream
and tell Sandusky to stop
molesting him, he said, but
"there was no fighting against
it."
The man said he finally had
enough when he was 16 in
2009 and called his mom to
come get him at Sandusky's
home. "I didn't tell her why,"
he said.”
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Victim 9’s trial testimony under cross examination4 twice confirmed that he was abused by Sandusky at
age 16.

Despite its own prior report on June 14, 2012, and clear evidence from the transcripts that Victim 9’s
abuse occurred while the investigation was in progress in 2009, the P-N Staff, Charles Thompson, and
Sara Ganim (at CNN) all moved the end date of Victim 9’s abuse to 2008 in later reporting.
The Patriot News, June 23, 2012, by P-N Staff, “Jerry Sandusky verdict: More on the 10 victims”
— Victim 9: This victim said he had contact with Sandusky from 2004 to 2008 and gave some of the most
graphic testimony, telling of being raped in the basement of Sandusky’s home and yelling for help to
Sandusky’s wife, Dottie, who he thought was upstairs. He said the abuse began with hugging, rubbing,
cuddling and tickling, and escalated to sexual acts.
The Patriot News, November 21, 2013, by Charles Thompson, “Victim 9 files lawsuit against Jerry
Sandusky, Penn State”
“The new plaintiff's attorneys, asserting that their client suffered among the worst of the injuries inflicted
by Sandusky on any boy through a period from 2005 through 2008, disagree.”
CNN, November 21, 2013, by Sara Ganim,”Victim 9 in Sandusky case sues Penn State.”
“Victim 9 was raped repeatedly starting in 2005 when he was 12 years old, and ending around the time
that another victim's allegations finally started a police investigation into Sandusky's decades of abuse.”

4

Commonwealth v. Sandusky, 6-14-2012, pages 230, 231 and page 236
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The Patriot News, May 30, 2014, by Charles Thompson, “Kane’s review of Sandusky case seems to be
entering home stretch”
“The once-beloved assistant to legendary Penn State football coach Joe Paterno was subsequently
convicted in 2012 of sexually abusing 10 different boys between 1994 and 2008.”

The post-verdict reporting by the Patriot News and CNN of the end date of Victim 9’s abuse is absolutely
false and appears to be done to conceal information from the public that former AG Tom Corbett, the
Attorney General’s office, the Pennsylvania state police, the Pennsylvania DPW, and The Second Mile
didn’t stop Sandusky’s access to children after he was indicated for child abuse in January 2009.
Screen shots capturing the false information follow.

Patriot News, June 23, 2012
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The Patriot News, May 30, 2014
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P-N Obfuscated the fact that the police lied under oath at Sandusky’s trial
At the Sandusky trial, Trooper Scott Rossman and Corporal (Retired) Joseph Leiter were asked if they
ever attempted to obtain disclosures from the accusers by telling them about other individuals who
were abused by Sandusky. Both men testified that they had not.
Later, defense attorney Joe Amendola read a transcript of a tape of Rossman and Leiter telling Victim 4
about the abuse of nine other victims, proving both men had made false statements under oath. In the
afternoon, Rossman and Leiter were recalled. When Amendola asked Rossman if he discussed the case
with Leiter, while they were on break from the trial, Rossman denied it. He was then contradicted by
Leiter, who said the men had discussed the case over the break. Amendola also played a tape recording
of Leiter suggesting testimony to Victim 4, impeaching the earlier testimony of the police.
The Patriot News did not tell the full story about either session, let alone bother to discuss the
significance of the content to the tape recording. Ganim published a falsehood when she reported that
the police “acknowledged” the fact that they told the witnesses about other victims. It was the opposite
– they denied it. In its afternoon report, Ganim characterized the lying under oath as “answered
differently under oath” and obfuscated the fact that the tape was used to impeach their testimony.
They didn’t testify about the tape – they were confronted with the recording. Anyone relying on the P-N
for trial coverage would have little understanding of what actually occurred based on their fact deficient,
anaemic articles. Excerpts of the coverage follow.
The Patriot News, June 19, 2012, by Sara Ganim, “Jerry Sandusky trial: Defense questions police about
possibly leading boys to tell the same accusations”
June 19, 2012 at 10:33 AM, updated June 19, 2012 at 12:06 PM

“BELLEFONTE -- State troopers acknowledged on the stand this morning that they told potential victims
of Jerry Sandusky that there were “others” and that Sandusky appeared to have a “defined progression”
in an attempt to ease their minds and get them to open up.
During the second day of evidence from the defense, attorney Joe Amendola questioned the troopers
about leading the men who would eventually become known as the eight accusers”
The Patriot News, June 19, 2012, by Sara Ganim, Jerry Sandusky trial: State police troopers give
conflicting testimony about discussions with alleged victims”
June 19, 2012 at 12:03 PM, updated June 19, 2012 at 12:16 PM

“BELLEFONTE -- Two of the lead investigators in the Jerry Sandusky case took the stand several times this
morning and answered differently under oath when asked if they had been discussing testimony in the
courthouse hallways.
State police Trooper Scott Rossman and retired trooper Joseph Leiter both testified several times about a
tape-recording made during the police interview with the 28-year-old known as Victim 4.
And when they were called to the stand for the last time, defense attorney Karl Rominger asked them
both if they had discussed Leiter’s testimony in the courthouse corridors.
Rossman replied that they did not.
Leiter, when asked the same question, said they did.”
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The Patriot News, June 19, 2012 at 10:33 AM, updated June 19, 2012 at 12:06 PM
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The Patriot News, June 19, 2012 at 10:33 AM, updated June 19, 2012 at 12:06 PM
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The Patriot News, on June 19, 2012 at 12:03 PM, updated June 19, 2012 at 12:16 PM
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The Patriot News, on June 19, 2012 at 12:03 PM, updated June 19, 2012 at 12:16

PM
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Although Ganim claimed to be a crime and courts reporter, she made no attempt to discuss the
significance of the tape recording in the context of a child sex abuse investigation. According to Ken
Lanning’s “Child Molesters: A Behavioral Analysis” any outside influence that may account for the child’s
recollection of abuse could contaminate the investigation. Sources of contagions can be discussions
with other victims, contamination by interviewers, and videos, games, or DVDs viewed by the victim.
The taped suggestions or examples of crimes given by Corporal Leiter to Victim #4 were an example of a
contagion. Prosecutor McGettigan defused the situation under cross examination by asking Leiter if he
believed providing examples was acceptable. Leiter testified he believed it was proper and the defense
team of Rominger and Amendola provided nothing to rebut Leiter’s assertion.
Rather than go into a long discussion about the P-N’s failure to report the lying of Rossman and Leiter, I
will simply provide an example of how one newspaper legitimately reported police lying under oath. I’ll
also note that the Judge in the example case acted very differently than Judge Cleland in the Sandusky
case.

5 cops caught in lies on witness stand, judge says
In a 'Perry Mason' moment, a video played in court contradicts police
officers who testified their drug arrest was proper
April 15, 2014|By Steve Schmadeke, Tribune reporter
One by one, five police officers took the witness stand at the Skokie courthouse late last month
for what would typically be a routine hearing on whether evidence in a drug case was properly
obtained.
But in a "Perry Mason" moment rarely seen inside an actual courtroom, the inquiry took a
surprising turn when the suspect's lawyer played a police video that contradicted the sworn
testimony of the five officers — three from Chicago and two from Glenview, a furious judge
found.
Cook County Circuit Judge Catherine Haberkorn suppressed the search and arrest, leading
prosecutors to quickly dismiss the felony charges. All five officers were later stripped of their
police powers and put on desk duty pending internal investigations. And the state's attorney's
office is looking into possible criminal violations, according to spokeswoman Sally Daly.
"Obviously, this is very outrageous conduct," a transcript of the March 31 hearing quoted the
judge, a former county prosecutor, as saying. "All officers lied on the stand today. ... All their
testimony was a lie. So there's strong evidence it was conspiracy to lie in this case, for everyone
to come up with the same lie. ... Many, many, many, many times they all lied."
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The TV Guide Fantasy
On May 7, 2012, the OAG announced the date change from 2002 to 2001 regarding the incident
witnessed by McQueary. Prosecutors did not say how the new date was determined.
About one month later, on June 12, 2012 The Patriot News reported that e-mails uncovered in the
Sandusky investigation revealed conversations relating to the incident McQueary witnessed took place
in 2001 between Curley, Schultz, and Spanier. Their report was based on an NBC News report the
previous day.
On June 14, 2012, OAG Special Agent Anthony Sassano testified that he purchased around 20 copies of
old TV Guides from 2001 and 2002 to find the date the movie Rudy was aired. McQueary revealed, for
the first time, when he testified on June 12th, that he had watched Rudy before going to the Lasch
building to put shoes away and look at recruiting tapes.
The email leaks on June 11th, reported by NBC news, did not gain much traction in the press until after
the Sandusky trial had concluded. Once the trial was over, the email leaks went to the headlines
nationally, with CNN being the lead on the story. The P-N ran three stories about the leaks, focusing
mostly on Joe Paterno’s alleged role in the decision making about the 2001 incident.
After the publication of the emails in the Freeh Report, as well as the legal filings in the Curley, Schultz,
and Spanier cases, it was clear that the email evidence was in prosecutor’s hands on or before March
2012. It should come as no surprise that the P-N never raised the issue about the veracity of Sassano’s
and McQueary’s testimonies in light of this new evidence.
I guess that may explain why their Pulitzer was for local reporting and not investigative reporting.
Given that the trial was the first time anyone had heard the Rudy story, it appeared that the prosecutors
had to have a role in concocting this ruse. How was it that McQueary never made mention of the Rudy
movie motivating him to go to the Lasch Building in his hand written statement or in his testimony at the
preliminary hearing in December 2011? Sassano seemed perfectly convinced in December 2011 that
the incident was in 2002. What piqued his curiosity to revise the date? How was there no mention of
the Rudy movie when the P-N reported about the date change in May 2012? Are we to believe the OAG
wanted to keep that information on lock down until the trial?
It just doesn’t add up, particularly with the knowledge that the OAG had the dated e-mails in March
2012 or earlier.
Screen captures revealing the P-N’s inconsistency on the date are shown on the next two pages.
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Camper Lists
The failure of the P-N (and others) to smoke out the false testimony about the use of camper lists to
identify victims was equally troubling. According to Agent Sassano, on April 12, 2011, he searched the
offices of Jerry Sandusky and found camper lists dating to 1995. On one of the lists was the name of
Victim 7 and the other the name of Victim 10. Sassano also said he found the name of Victim 9 off a
camper list found in Sandusky’s home in July 2011.
While the Victim 7 statement would have taken considerable knowledge of the case to debunk, any
reporter or editor at the P-N had to know that Victims 9 and 10 were not found by the police prior to
November 2011. In fact, Victim 10 came forward on his own after the presentment was filed and Victim
9 was reported to police by a school official.
No one called out this obvious false testimony by Sassano. Instead, they simply rolled along with the
story and didn’t report the details that would have impeached Sassano’s testimony.
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Reporting on the Moulton Report
In the days after the release of Special Deputy Attorney General Geoffrey Moulton’s report on the
Sandusky investigation, the PennLive Editorial Board was caught lying about the lack of information on
the public record that confirmed Victim 9 was abused during the investigation.
The editorial board wrote:
"As of now, there is no publicly-available proof of Kane's claim that the perplexing delays in bringing
charges against Sandusky allowed him to continue abusing boys past March 2009."
PennLive's June 14, 2012 column (below) definitively reported that abuse occurred through Victim 9's
sixteenth birthday in 2009. According to the trial transcripts, his date of birth was July 29, 1993.
"For nearly four years, until 2009, he
said, he slept at Sandusky's house
almost every weekend. The abuse
occurred on most of those occasions,
he said.
Sometimes he would scream and tell
Sandusky to stop molesting him, he
said, but "there was no fighting
against it."
The man said he finally had
enough when he was 16 in 2009 and
called his mom to come get him at
Sandusky's home. "I didn't tell her
why," he said."
-- Matt Miller, PennLive, June 14,
2012
PennLive's obfuscation of the truth
continued when the editorial
board cited two articles as proof of
"inconclusiveness." Both articles fell
well short on providing a full review of
the facts.
"However, court records that might
confirm or reject her claim about
Victim 9 are inconclusive, according to
reporting by PennLive's Charles
Thompson and the Philadelphia
Inquirer."
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Neither reporter provided a quote from the transcript of the Sandusky trial, in which Victim 9's
testimony under cross-examination was definitive that he was abused until the age of 16. Thompson
stated that the "start and ending dates of that relationship were never precise, however, and by some
interpretations of his testimony the abuse may have stretched into 2009."
What is imprecise is Thompson's statement. You can read the relevant part of Victim 9's transcript
below, which is definitive that the abuse stopped at age 16.5

The previous Bill of Particulars from February matched the Victim's testimony,
stating that 2009 (and age 16) was the end date of the abuse. You can read those
below.

It really doesn't matter what the Bill of Particulars said because it was a pre-trial document. The victim's
testimony is what the jury heard. Victim 9, who was 18 when he testified, was not trying to overcome a
distant memory like many of the other victims. His abuse had stopped just two years earlier.
No amount of lying and obfuscation by the P-N after the fact changes the Victim's testimony. As
the Inquirer noted, his lawsuit also contends he was abused until 2009.

5

Commonwealth v. Sandusky, 6-14-2012, pages 230, 231 and page 236
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Conclusion
The evidence presented in this chapter reveals that the P-N was not telling the full story of the Sandusky
investigation and prosecution. The paper was caught red-handed deleting information that indicated
foot-dragging on the investigation and ignoring its own coverage about the date of Victim 9’s abuse.
The latter was likely done to protect the OAG (Corbett, et al), The Second Mile, and DPW, all of whom
shared a responsibility to ensure children were not harmed by Sandusky while he was under
investigation.
Their lack of detailed reporting at the trial obfuscated the fact that several Commonwealth witnesses
had lied under oath.
Rather than being a watchdog for the public’s interest, the P-N was a lapdog for the government’s
interest.
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